We revisit the physical effects of discrete Z p gauge charge on black hole thermodynamics, building on the seminal work of Coleman, Preskill, and Wilczek. Realising the discrete theory from the spontaneous breaking of an Abelian gauge theory, we consider the two limiting cases of interest, depending on whether the Compton wavelength of the massive vector is much smaller or much larger than the size of the black hole -the so-called thin-and thick-string limits respectively. We find that the qualitative effect of discrete hair on the mass-temperature relationship is the same in both regimes, and similar to that of unbroken U (1) charge: namely, a black hole carrying discrete gauge charge is always colder than its uncharged counterpart. In the thick-string limit, our conclusions bring into question some of the results of Coleman et al., as we discuss. Further, by considering the system to be enclosed within a finite cavity, we argue how the unbroken limit may be smoothly defined, and the unscreened electric field of the standard Reissner-Nordström solution recovered.
Introduction
At the classical level, no-hair theorems restrict the properties of a black hole (BH) to those that can be measured by an asymptotic observer, namely mass, charge, and angular momentum. Quantum mechanically, this restriction no longer applies, allowing BHs to carry a wide variety of internal quantum numbers. An example of such "quantum hair" is charge under a discrete gauge symmetry.
Discrete gauge symmetries can arise from spontaneous symmetry breaking of continuous ones if the charge of the condensate responsible for the breaking is larger than the charge quantum. The simplest example is the breaking of a U (1) gauge symmetry down to a local Z p as a result of the non-zero vacuum expectation value (vev) v of a Higgs field carrying U (1) charge gp (with p > 1). Under the leftover discrete symmetry the Higgs field transforms trivially, but a state η with unit charge g under the original U (1) would transform as η → e In the broken phase, both Higgs and vector fields become massive, and must be integrated out in order to obtain a low energy effective description of the theory at scales v. In the effective field theory realm, the only effect of the discrete symmetry is to forbid Z p -violating interactions among light degrees of freedom, just as would be the case if the symmetry were global. At energies of order ∼ v, the massive scalar and vector states can be excited, obviously differentiating the gauge and global theories. Moreover, the local theory also contains solitonic degrees of freedom: flux-tubes, or cosmic strings, inside of which magnetic flux of the broken U (1) remains confined [1] . The amount of magnetic flux carried by cosmic strings is quantized in units of 2π/(gp).
When p > 1, and there is truly a non-trivial discrete symmetry left unbroken, the Higgs mechanism is only effective at screening charge modulo p, with states carrying smaller electric charge still subject to long-range interactions. Specifically, interactions between cosmic strings and particles charged under the leftover discrete symmetry are dominated at low energies by Aharonov-Bohm scattering [2, 3] . (Notice the phase in Eq.(1.1) is just the Aharonov-Bohm phase that a particle with unit charge picks up when looped around a flux-tube carrying one unit of magnetic flux.) By means of Aharonov-Bohm scattering experiments, discrete electric charge becomes an asymptotic observable, crucially differentiating the local and global versions of the theory.
The local nature of the discrete symmetry allows for a version of Gauss' law to be constructed, relating the total Z p charge inside some volume to an operator defined on an asymptotic bounding surface [4, 5] . In turn, this ensures that the total discrete charge inside any closed surface cannot be changed by any local process taking place within the interior region -a category which presumably includes collapse to a BH. As a result, if some initial distribution of matter carries non-zero discrete charge, the BH at the end of the collapse process will retain this discrete hair. Notice this type of hair is quantum in nature, as the existence of a leftover discrete symmetry after spontaneous symmetry breaking depends crucially on quantization of charge, as well as on the associated Aharonov-Bohm scattering, and is therefore outside the scope of applicability of classical no-hair theorems.
It was first pointed out that BHs can carry discrete gauge charge as quantum hair in the context of Abelian gauge theories in [6] , with [4, 7] extending the argument to the non-Abelian case. (Other types of quantum hair were discussed in [8] .) Further, Coleman, Preskill, and Wilczek, in a beautiful paper [9] , studied the physical effects of Abelian discrete hair on BH thermodynamics, with an emphasis on how the relationship between mass and temperature is altered. The authors of [9] argued that the leading effect of local Z p charge is due to a virtual process in which a cosmic string is nucleated on the horizon surface, grows to envelop the BH, and re-annihilates at the antipodal point. By extending the traditional Euclidean path integral approach to BH thermodynamics, they showed that this virtual process is expressed in the Euclidean formalism through the existence of instantons, specifically vortex solutions in the r − τ plane (τ being the periodically identified Euclidean time coordinate). The typical Euclidean vortex radius corresponds in the space-time picture to the thickness of the nucleated string, and there are two limiting cases of interest depending on whether the string thickness is much smaller or much larger than the size of the BH. These two cases correspond to the Compton wavelength of the massive vector being much smaller or much larger than the horizon radius r + , and are realised in the limits vr + 1 and vr + 1 respectively. 1 The space-time interpretation put forward in [9] is further reinforced by considerations regarding the electric field that an asymptotic observer can measure. Unlike the situation for unbroken U (1) charge, there is no classical electric field for screened electric chargeat the classical level, where there is no relevant notion of charge quantization, the Higgs mechanism screens all of the charge. However, a non-zero expectation value of the electric field in the radial direction is present whenever the BH carries discrete charge Q that is not an exact multiple of gp. Parametrically, it is given by [9] E r (r) ∼ sin 2πQ gp
where F rτ (r) corresponds to the Euclidean magnetic field component for the unit-flux vortex, and ∆S v is the value of the Euclidean action of the vortex solution. The sine factor ensures that this expectation value vanishes whenever Q/g is a multiple of p, in which case the Higgs mechanism provides perfect screening also at the quantum level. Although the origin of Eq.(1.2) will become clearer later, its qualitative form is consistent with the previous discussion: as a cosmic string is nucleated on the horizon surface, and grows to envelop the BH, the moving magnetic flux that is confined inside the string generates an electric field in the radial direction. This electric field is only non-zero when a string is nucleated, and therefore its expectation value should be suppressed by a factor related to the corresponding tunnelling rate. Such suppression is provided by the last factor in Eq.(1.2). Expectation values for higher powers of the electric field are found to feature the same exponential suppression ∼ e −∆Sv [9] , providing unambiguous evidence of the non-perturbative nature of this effect. In the thin-string limit, the results of [9] concerning the thermodynamic properties of BHs carrying discrete hair are consistent with expectations: in this regime, a BH that carries screened electric charge is found to be colder than an uncharged BH of the same mass. The size of the correction is exponentially suppressed, but qualitatively the effect is the same as for unscreened hair. On the other hand, in the thick-string case, the authors of [9] claim that the sign of the correction to the BH mass-temperature relationship flips: now, a BH carrying discrete charge is hotter than its uncharged counterpart. As for the possibility of taking the limit v → 0 that would smoothly interpolate between screened and unscreened hair, the authors of [9] note that such limit cannot be taken, within the framework of their calculation, while maintaining the validity of the semiclassical expansion.
We believe that the results found in [9] in the thick-string limit beg for further explanation on two grounds. First, that the correction to the mass-temperature relationship has opposite sign in the thin-and thick-string limits requires that as v is decreased from vr + 1 to vr + 1 there is some intermediate value of the symmetry breaking scale at which the effect of screened hair on the thermodynamic properties of a BH somehow vanishes. Second, one would expect that smoothly decreasing v from the thin-to the thickstring regime would somehow resemble the transition from a Schwarzschild BH (formally vr + → ∞) to a BH carrying unscreened charge. That the correction to the BH masstemperature relationship in the thick-string limit is opposite to that of standard electric charge seems contrary to this expectation.
In this work, we revisit the calculations of [9] , focusing on the regime in which gravitational back-reaction can be neglected, and with a particular emphasis on the thick-string limit vr + 1. Although we are in agreement regarding the overall size of the effect of discrete charge in this limit, we find that the sign of the mass-temperature correction is in fact the same as in the thin-string case. That is, we find that both in the thin-and thick-string regimes, a BH carrying discrete charge is colder than an uncharged BH of the same mass, with the size of the correction getting larger as v decreases. Further, by considering the BH to be enclosed within a cavity of finite size, we show how the v → 0 limit may be smoothly taken, and the standard properties of unscreened hair recovered. Our calculation shows how a classical component of the radial electric field emerges, and although it does not yet allow for the full v → 0 limit to be realised, it provides non-trivial evidence as to how a smooth transition may be well defined within finite-sized systems.
This article is organized as follows. In section 2 we review some salient features of the Euclidean path integral approach to BH thermodynamics, especially the definition of the grand-canonical partition function, and the subsequent projection onto a sector of fixed charge. Section 3 focuses on the effect of screened electric charge in the context of infinite, asymptotically flat space. After reviewing the thin-string treatment of [9] , we present our thick-string results in 3.3, and elaborate on how our results differ from those of Coleman et al. In section 4, we refine the previous thick-string analysis by considering the BH to be enclosed within a finite spherical cavity, and discuss how considering a finite-sized system may allow for a smooth v → 0 limit. Finally, section 5 contains a brief summary of our conclusions. Everywhere in this paper, we set = c = k B = 1, but keep factors of Newton's constant G.
Path integral approach to black hole thermodynamics
In quantum field theory the Euclidean path integral is an object of the form:
where d[ϕ] represents a measure in the space of matter fields, and the sum must include all field configurations satisfying some given boundary conditions. The meaning of this expression will crucially depend on what these boundary conditions are. On a flat background, imposing periodicity in the Euclidean time coordinate τ with period β, the path integral takes a special meaning: it corresponds to the partition function appropriate to describe the statistical mechanics of a thermodynamic ensemble at temperature T = β −1 . In the context of quantum gravity, Eq.(2.1) needs to be extended to include a sum over metrics. By analogy with the results in quantum field theory, one would expect that by imposing periodicity in τ , the gravitational path integral would provide information about the statistical mechanics of gravitational systems. Although this procedure is far from being rigorously established, this basic idea has proved valuable in studying the thermodynamics of self-gravitating systems such as BHs.
Our ignorance regarding how to compute the gravitational path integral obliges us to resort to approximations. The best one can do is expand around field configurations that extremize the Euclidean action:
whereĝ andφ refer to the classical solutions to the Euclidean equations of motion with the appropriate boundary conditions. The right-hand-side of Eq.(2.2) then corresponds to the leading order term in the semiclassical evaluation of the gravitational path integral. The sum over metrics in Eq.(2.2) divides into topologically distinct sectors, all of which may contribute to leading order in the semiclassical expansion. If we are only interested in the properties of a certain topological sector, we can further restrict the sum over metrics to those with the appropriate topology. In [10] , Gibbons and Hawking argued that the thermodynamics of a BH with fixed temperature can be obtained from the gravitational path integral by demanding periodicity in τ , and further restricting the sum over metrics to those with R 2 × S 2 topology.
In this section, we review how this formalism is applied to study the thermodynamics of BHs within a canonical ensemble (fixed temperature and system size). We discuss the Schwarzschild case in 2.1, and in 2.2 we extend the discussion to BHs carrying Abelian gauge charge. The purpose of this section is not to provide a comprehensive review of the Eculidean path integral approach to BH thermodynamics, but rather to highlight the main concepts that will later be relevant.
Schwarzschild black hole
The Schwarzschild solution to the Euclidean Einstein's equations is given by
and it is just the analytic continuation of that part of the Lorentzian metric lying outside or at the event horizon. Demanding the absence of a conical singularity at r = r + requires the Euclidean time coordinate τ be cyclic with periodβ = 4πr + . A Euclidean BH is therefore topologically R 2 × S 2 -the R 2 corresponding to the r − τ plane, centred at the event horizon. Contrary to their Lorentzian counterparts, Euclidean BHs are completely smooth solutions, featuring neither an interior nor a singularity. Studying the thermodynamic properties of a Schwarzschild BH within a canonical description requires fixing both the size of the system as well as its temperature. As discussed in [11] , we can fix the system size by considering the Schwarzschild solution within a finite region r + ≤ r ≤ r B . This corresponds to a BH at the centre of a spherical cavity, with the size of the system given by the area 4πr 2 B of the cavity wall. We define the temperature to be T = β −1 at the wall itself, which imposes the relationship β = 4πr + g τ τ (r B ). 2 In a system of finite size, the relationship between the mass and temperature of a BH reads
where the right-hand-side only includes the leading r + /r B correction.
In the absence of matter fields, the only contribution to the Euclidean action comes from the gravitational sector, and can be written as
where M refers to the region r ≤ r B , ∂M is the boundary at r = r B , and h µν and K correspond to the induced metric and extrinsic curvature of the boundary respectively. The second term in Eq.(2.5) corresponds to the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term [10, 12, 13] , whose role is to ensure that the action is stationary under variations of the metric around backgrounds that satisfy Einstein's equations. In the absence of a traceful energy-momentum tensor, R vanishes, and the only contribution to the action comes from this second term. An intrinsic ambiguity in the definition of Eq.(2.5) stems from the fact that adding any function that depends only on the boundary data does not change the equations of motion [14, 15] . The standard approach is to require that the action vanishes on some reference background [16] , which is conveniently chosen to be flat space. Such a choice matches the asymptotic behaviour of the Schwarzschild solution, and leads to a finite action in the r B → ∞ limit. With this prescription, the appropriately regularised Schwarzschild action reads
To leading order in the semiclassical expansion the free energy of the ensemble is therefore given by F (β, r B ) S g (β, r B )/β, and all other thermodynamic quantities can be obtained by differentiation. For instance, the internal energy of the system can be written as
where the first term is the mass of the BH, as given in Eq.(2.4), and the second corresponds to minus the gravitational self-energy of the system. Only in the limit r B → ∞ mass and internal energy coincide, leading to the familiar expression M (β) = U (β) = β/(8πG).
Charged black hole
In this section, we extend the previous discussion to the case of BHs that carry charge under an Abelian gauge symmetry. Now, boundary conditions for the gauge fields must be specified, and there are two choices: either fixing the boundary value of the one-form potential A, or that of the two-form field-strength F . The former choice corresponds to a system with fixed chemical potential, whereas the latter is appropriate for fixing the total electromagnetic charge [17] . The system will then be described in the context of the grand-canonical and canonical ensembles respectively.
Here we will be occupied with the case of a BH with fixed electric charge Q, but to obtain the relevant partition function we will follow the alternative procedure described in [9] , which consists on imposing boundary conditions on A, and subsequently projecting the system onto a state of given charge by introducing the appropriate projection operator into the path integral. For a U (1) gauge theory, this procedure is uncontroversially equivalent to fixing the boundary value of F , as discussed thoroughly in [17] , but it can also be extended to the case of discrete gauge charge, which is the main topic of this paper.
The static, spherically symmetric solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations with R 2 ×S 2 topology and non-zero electromagnetic charge is the Euclidean Reissner-Nordström solution. However, in the region far from extremality, GQ 2 /r 2 + 1, some of the leading electromagnetic effects on the thermodynamic properties of the system can be captured while neglecting the back-reaction on the geometry. In that case, one can just consider unbroken electromagnetism in the background of a Schwarzschild BH, as we now review.
Following [9] , we impose boundary conditions on A by fixing the value of its line integral around the compactified time direction, as follows:
The spherically symmetric solution to Maxwell's equations on a BH background, and that satisfies Eq.(2.8) reads
where r + should be understood as a function of β and r B as defined through β = 4πr + g τ τ (r B ). The action describing the system now includes the gravitational piece as well as the electromagnetic bulk term:
Neglecting back-reaction, the total action evaluated on the classical solution reads
with S g (β, r B ) as in Eq.(2.6).
We can now project the grand-canonical partition function into a sector of fixed charge by inserting the appropriate projection operator [9] : 13) where the last step only holds at leading order in the semiclassical expansion, and we have ignored an overall normalization factor that will be irrelevant in what follows. The integral in Eq.(2.13) can be evaluated in the saddle-point approximation. The integrand has a single saddle point at a purely imaginary value ofω, given bỹ
14)
The leading order contribution to the canonical partition function is obtained by evaluating the right-hand-side of Eq.(2.13) at the saddle pointω =ω * (see Figure 1) . This leads to an extra contribution to the free energy of the system, given by
As before, we may now obtain all other thermodynamic quantities by differentiation. For instance, the internal energy of the ensemble now includes an extra term 16) which corresponds to minus the electrostatic self-energy of the system.
Re (!) Figure 1 : The integrand in Eq.(2.13) features a single saddle point that lies on the imaginary axis (blue dot). Within the saddle-point approximation, the contour of integration is deformed so that it passes through the saddle point (grey line), and the leading contribution to the integral is given by evaluating the integrand on the saddle point solution.
In the limit r B → ∞, the leading charge-dependent contribution to the free energy in Eq.(2.15) remains, but Eq.(2.16) vanishes. Capturing the leading correction to the BH mass in this case requires including the gravitational back-reaction of the electric charge, and therefore considering the full Reissner-Nordström solution. Figure 2 shows the qualitative form of the temperature vs mass relationship for Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström BHs in the r B → ∞ limit: the temperature of a charged BH is always below that of a Schwarzschild BH of the same mass. In the region far from extremality, the leading correction to the mass of a BH at temperature β −1 , and carrying charge Q reads 17) and is suppressed with respect to the mass of a Schwarzschild BH at the same temperature, β/(8πG), by a factor ∼ (GQ 2 /r 2 + ) 2 1. We can also find the expression for the classical electric field corresponding to our charged BH. From Eq.(2.9) evaluated on the saddle point, we find F rτ = ∂ r A τ = −iQ/(4πr 2 ). Analytically continuing this result to real time, the radial component of the electric field is given by
as corresponds to a spherical distribution of charge.
In the remainder of this paper, we study the effect of screened electric charge while neglecting back-reaction. Unlike for unscreened charge, a non-zero contribution to the internal energy of the system survives in the r B → ∞ limit. As will be discussed in section 3, this contribution is exponentially suppressed, but has the same sign as Eq.(2.17) both in the thin-and thick-string limits. Extending our treatment to include back-reaction is certainly a worthwhile endeavour: it has the potential to reveal new extremal solutions stabilised only by quantum hair [18] , as well as being a necessary ingredient to fully realise the v → 0 limit that would interpolate between the dashed and solid lines of Figure 2. 3 Screened electric charge in an infinite-sized system
In section 3.1 we review some basic properties of discrete gauge symmetries in a BH background in the context of infinite, asymptotically flat space. In 3.2, we review the thin-string analysis of [9] , and in 3.3 we put forward our results for the thick-string regime.
General considerations
As advertised in section 2.2, we study the effects of screened electric charge on the thermodynamic properties of BHs in the limit in which the backreaction on the geometry can be neglected. The theory we consider is therefore broken electromagnetism in the background of a Schwarzschild BH, and we first work in the limit r B → ∞. The Euclidean action contains the gravitational term of Eq.(2.5), as well as the matter contribution
where D µ φ = (∂ µ − igpA µ )φ, and the scalar potential reads
As with the standard treatment of two-dimensional vortices (see e.g. [19] ), we will be able to infer the existence and main properties of the relevant instanton solutions simply by considering the qualitative features of Eq.(3.1).
Since all three terms in Eq.(3.1) are positive definite, any field configuration with finite action must be such that the contribution from each of these terms is itself finite. The scalar potential term forces |φ| → v/ √ 2 as r → ∞. This still allows for a τ -dependent phase in the asymptotic behaviour of φ, which without loss of generality can be written as
3)
The integer k labels different "vorticity" sectors of the scalar field. Crucially, field configurations of different k cannot be smoothly deformed into one another (that is, while maintaining finite action), and so the smallest action configuration with a given k is in fact a solution to the classical field equations.
With the large r behaviour of the scalar field as in Eq.(3.3), the second term in Eq.(3.1) being finite now requires that the A τ piece in the τ -covariant derivative term matches the asymptotic form of ∂ τ φ, i.e.
The one-form potential is then pure gauge at spatial infinity, which in turn ensures that F vanishes and therefore the first term in Eq.(3.1) also remains finite. The exact expression for the asymptotic behaviour of φ and A τ is of course gauge dependent. However, there is no non-singular gauge transformation that allows us to completely remove the τ -dependence of the phase of φ, and set A τ to zero everywhere. In other words, the consequences of the non-trivial asymptotic behaviour of the matter fields in Eq.(3.3) and (3.4) can be gauged away locally but not globally. The best way to express this is through the line integral of A along the compactified time direction at spatial infinity:
This expression is gauge invariant, and through Stoke's theorem is related to the surface integral of F at r → ∞. Interpreting F rτ as a magnetic field component in the direction perpendicular to the r − τ plane, the amount of flux going through the plane is precisely given by Eq.(3.5), and as we can see is quantized in units of 2π/(gp). The amount of magnetic flux quanta in each k-sector is precisely k -the vorticity of the scalar field. Notice Eq.(3.5) is the same as Eq.(2.8) -the boundary condition we imposed on A to obtain the partition function in a sector of fixed electric charge -but withω → 2πk/(gp).
The partition function in a sector with discrete charge Q should now include a discrete sum over the different vorticity sectors, as well as an integral overω, i.e.
Z(β, Q)
where Z k (β,ω) denotes the partition function evaluated on a sector with vorticity k. The leading order contribution to Z(β, Q) within the semiclassical expansion can now be obtained by saddle-point evaluating the integrand on each vorticity sector, and subsequently performing the discrete sum over k. For an infinite-sized system, the value of the saddle point in each k-sector is justω k = 2πk/(gp), as this corresponds to the only field configuration with finite action for each vorticity (see Figure 3) . The expression for the partition function is then just given by [9] Z(β, Q)
It will be useful to think of this result as due to the exponential of the integrated τ -covariant derivative term in Eq.(3.1) acting in Eq.(3.6) as a delta-function ∼ δ(ω−ω k ) in the r B → ∞ limit: whenω =ω k , the value of the Euclidean action diverges, and the contribution to the integral in Eq.(3.6) vanishes.
Im (!)
Re (!)
Re (!) Figure 3 : The integrand in Eq.(3.6) features an infinite number of saddle points, one for each vorticity (blue dots). All the saddle points lie in the real line, and are given bỹ ω k = 2πk/(gp). Notice the difference with respect to the result for unscreened electric charge, where the only saddle point lies on the imaginary axis (see Figure 1 ).
The value of the matter action in Eq.(3.1) grows with |k|, and therefore the contribution from larger vorticity sectors to the sum in Eq.(3.7) becomes exponentially suppressed. The leading contribution comes from the k = 0, and k = ±1 solutions. Normalized with respect to the partition function of a BH carrying zero charge, one finds
where ∆S v , the vortex action, corresponds to the action difference between the k = 1 and k = 0 sectors. From Eq.(3.8), we can obtain the change in free energy due to discrete charge, which is given by
As before, other thermodynamic properties may be obtained by differentiating Eq.(3.9). In particular, the change in internal energy of the ensemble, which in the r B → ∞ limit we may identify with the system's mass, now reads
10)
The sign of this correction will crucially depend on the β-dependence of the vortex action. In order to evaluate ∆S v , we need to know the behaviour of φ and A away from spatial infinity. For k = 0, φ ≡ v/ √ 2 and F ≡ 0 everywhere, leading to a vanishing matter action. The sector of zero vorticity therefore corresponds to the vacuum state of the theory. On the other hand, when k = 0 finiteness of the action demands that both φ and A τ vanish at r = r + . An ansatz for the k = 1 sector can then be written as
with ρ(r), a(r) → 1 as r → ∞, and ρ(r + ) = a(r + ) = 0. As mentioned in the Introduction, a feature that crucially differentiates screened from unscreened hair is the absence in the former of a classical electric field. In the k = 0 sector, which corresponds to the vacuum state of the theory, F ≡ 0 everywhere, and therefore there is no classical value of the electric field for discrete charge. A non-zero electric field is only present in the sectors with non-zero vorticity. The expectation value of the electric field, in the operator sense, can then be obtained by summing the contribution from all vorticity sectors [9] . The contribution from the k = ±1 sector dominates the sum, and the result can be written as (up to an irrelevant O(1) constant): 13) where F rτ (r) = ∂ r A τ (r), with A τ (r) corresponding to the ansatz in Eq.(3.12).
In the following, we will find the parametric form of ∆S v in the thin-and thick-string limits by refining our ansatz for the scalar and vector fields in these two limiting cases. We make the simplifying assumption that φ and A remain far from their asymptotic values in regions of size ∆r s and ∆r v from the BH horizon respectively, and quickly reach their asymptotic behaviour outside. Evaluating Eq.(3.1) on this ansatz, and minimizing the result with respect to ∆r s and ∆r v , will provide us with the leading parametric dependence of ∆S v on β. Throughout, we assume that λ, gp = O(1), so that the scalar and vector masses are m s ∼ m v ∼ v.
Thin-string limit
In this section, we review the thin-string case discussed in [9] , which is realised in the limit vr + 1. Neglecting back-reaction in this regime requires Gv 2 1, and we will assume this is the case throughout. Under the assumption (to be later justified) that ∆r v , ∆r s r + , the different contributions to Eq.(3.1) in the sector with k = 1 vorticity can be written, parametrically, as follows. From the F 2 term, assuming A τ has unbroken behaviour for r − r + ∆r v , and is pure gauge elsewhere, we find 14) which corresponds to the magnetic self-energy of the system. From the scalar potential term:
The second term in Eq.(3.1) contains two different pieces. When ∆r v > ∆r s , the τ -covariant derivative term gives a contribution of the form 16) and from the |D r φ| 2 term, we have
The leading parametric dependence of ∆r v and ∆r s can be found by minimizing Eq.(3.14)-(3.16), leading to
and
Notice ∆r v , ∆r s r + so long as vr + 1, justifying our earlier assumption. Evaluating the matter action on this solution, we find all four terms give a contribution of the same size, which parametrically may be written as 19) where 4πr 2 + is the area of the BH event horizon, and T s πv 2 corresponds to the tension of a cosmic string carrying one unit of magnetic flux. This is as expected for the Euclidean action of an instanton solution that corresponds to the process described in the Introduction, whereby a string carrying one unit of magnetic flux envelops the BH -namely the worldsheet area of the instanton times the string tension.
Since ∆S v,thin ∼ (vr + ) 2 1, by assumption in the thin-string regime, the effect due to discrete charge on the thermodynamic properties of the BH is highly exponentially suppressed. In the limit vr + → ∞, the correction to the free energy of the system vanishes all together, and the standard properties of a Schwarzschild BH are recovered. The β-dependence of the vortex action in Eq.(3.19) leads to a correction to the internal energy of the system, of the form
Thus, the mass of a BH carrying discrete charge is smaller, albeit by an exponentially small amount, compared to that of an uncharged BH at the same temperature. Alternatively, this translates into the charged BH being colder than its uncharged counterpart. Qualitatively, the effect of screened hair in this regime is the same as that of unscreened electric charge.
Thick-string limit
We now turn to the thick-string limit, realised when vr + 1. Assuming that ∆r v , ∆r s r + , we find the following contributions to the vortex action. From the F 2 term, we now have
whereas from the scalar potential piece:
As before, the τ -covariant derivative term in Eq.(3.1) gives a non-zero contribution when ∆r v > ∆r s , which now reads
and the r-covariant derivative term contributes as
Minimizing Eq.(3.21) and (3.23) with respect to ∆r v leads to However, the parametric form of ∆S v , including its leading β-dependence, is largely independent of ∆r s , and is parametrically given by
where α is a positive O(1) constant. The first term in this expression is just the first term in Eq.(3.21), and is independent of β. The second term, which is of order ∼ vr + 1, captures the leading β-dependence of the vortex action, and could potentially receive contributions from all terms in Eq. (3.21)-(3.24) . Inspecting the different terms that contribute to ∆S v in the thick-string limit reveals that, regardless of the exact size of ∆r s , the coefficient of this second term is indeed positive, and O(1). Since we are only concerned with the basic qualitative effects of discrete gauge charge in this regime, this level of approximation will be good enough for our purposes.
Although the first term in Eq.(3.26), which sets the overall size of the vortex action, agrees with the result found in [9] , 3 the second term, which captures the leading β dependence, does not. This has important consequences when it comes to determining the thermodynamic properties of the ensemble by differentiating the partition function. Specifically, we find that the change in mass in the thick-string case reads
which is negative, as in the thin-string case.
Our result holds so long as gravitational back-reaction can be neglected, which in this limit presumably requires G/r 2 + vr + 1. On the other hand, the authors of [9] attempt to perform their thick-string analysis in the regime in which the effect of a non-zero vev is subleading, and back-reaction effects become dominant. In this regime, the leading order contribution to the partition function could be obtained by setting v ≡ 0, and would simply correspond to that of a Reissner-Nordström BH carrying unscreened charge Q. Further corrections could in principle be computed as an expansion in vr + . Notice, however, this is different from the approach taken in [9] , where the expression for the canonical partition function that was obtained under the assumption v = 0 (that is, Eq.(3.8)) is still used. The authors of [9] then evaluate the vortex action as the difference in Euclidean actions of the Reissner-Nordström solution (subject to the boundary condition Eq.(2.8), and including back-reaction) evaluated atω = 2π/(gp) andω = 0. The reason this procedure is unlikely to be correct, apart from the unintuitive nature of the results, is that when v ≡ 0 there is no notion of scalar field vorticity, certainly no need for the asymptotic behaviour of the gauge field to behave as in Eq.(3.4), and the expression for the partition function as given in Eq.(3.8) is no longer valid.
We emphasize the calculation presented here is not the correct version of the thickstring calculation done in [9] , as our result is only valid in a different regime. The reasons we believe the results of [9] to be incorrect, in the regime of applicability for which they are intended, are as expressed in the previous paragraph.
The expression for the electric field in the thick-string case can be obtained by solving Maxwell's equations on a Schwarzschild background. At distances r m −1 v , the gauge symmetry is approximately unbroken, whereas when r m −1 v A τ (r) approaches its asymptotic value exponentially fast:
In this latter regime, the expression for F rτ reads, parametrically
29)
3 Beware of the different electromagnetic units used in [9] . In this work, we have consistently used LorentzHeaviside units, where the kinetic term of an Abelian gauge theory is normalized as in Eq.(2.10), whereas in [9] the Gaussian convention is implemented instead. Translating the results of [9] to our convention requires rescaling g 2 → g 2 /(4π).
which agrees with the result found in [9] in the appropriate limit. The expectation value of the radial electric field as seen by an asymptotic observer is therefore just as given by Eq.(1.2) after substituting F rτ (r) by its expression in Eq.(3.29). The result is doubly exponentially suppressed: due to the non-zero vector mass, as made explicit in Eq.(3.29), as well as due to the finite vortex action. We emphasize that the presence of this electric field in the broken phase does not violate the letter of no-hair theorems, as its origin is purely quantum.
4 Screened electric charge in a finite-sized system
In this section, we modify the thick-string analysis of 3.3 by considering the system to be enclosed within a finite cavity. We take the size of the cavity to be large compared to the Compton wavelength of the vector field, i.e. m v r B 1. Although quantitatively the deviations from the results found in section 3.3 are small, the qualitative differences are significant: in a finite-sized system, a small but non-zero value of the classical electric field emerges, which now depends on the overall size of the electric charge Q.
We take the scalar field to have the same asymptotic behaviour as in the infinite-sized case, that is
where the period of the Euclidean time coordinate is nowβ = β/ g τ τ (r B ). (This is different from β by small r + /r B corrections, which will be irrelevant in the following.) Our main result rests on the observation that, with Eq.(4.1), finiteness of the action no longer requires the asymptotic behaviour of A τ to exactly match the phase of φ.
We describe the calculation of the canonical partition function in section 4.1. Section 4.2 is dedicated to discussing the main features of the electric field in this regime, which further clarify the results of 4.1. We also comment on how our results may extrapolate to the v → 0 limit, and the properties of unscreened hair recovered.
Evaluation of the canonical partition function
By solving Maxwell's equations in a finite-sized cavity, and imposing boundary conditions as in Eq.(2.8), we find a solution for the one-form gauge field identical to that of section 3.3, except within a region of size ∼ m −1 v r B away from r = r B . In this region, close to the cavity wall, we instead find (for general scalar vorticity)
With the large-r behaviour of A τ as in Eq.(4.2), the value of the Euclidean action receives extra contributions from the F 2 and τ -covariant derivative terms in Eq.(3.1). To leading order, the two contributions are identical, and can be written as
In the r B → ∞ limit, Eq.(4.3) diverges unlessω → 2πk/gp, in keeping with our discussion in section 3. On the other hand, within a finite-sized system, the asymptotic behaviour of A τ deviating from the scalar field vorticity no longer leads to a divergent action. As before, we can evaluate theω integral in Eq.(3.6) in the saddle-point approximation. With the extra contribution of Eq.(4.3), we find that the saddle point for each value of k is now given byω
For all vorticity sectors, crucially including the vacuum state of the theory (k = 0), the corresponding saddle point now features a small imaginary component. The imaginary piece in Eq.(4.4) vanishes when r B → ∞, but for finite r B it moves the position of the saddle points in Figure 3 away from the real axis. In particular it moves the saddle point for the k = 0 sector towards the position that corresponds to unscreened electric charge (see Figure 4) .
Re (!) Figure 4 : Within a finite-sized system, the saddle points corresponding to different vorticities are displaced from the real line (blue dots). Although their real part is the same as in the infinite-sized case (grey dots along real axis), they also feature a small imaginary component. In particular, the saddle point corresponding to the k = 0 sector moves towards the position corresponding to unscreened charge (grey dot on imaginary axis).
Saddle-point evaluating the canonical partition function, we now find 5) with the exponential pre-factor due to the non-zero imaginary component in Eq.(4.4), and ∆S v,thick as given in Eq.(3.26). From Eq.(4.5), and substituting γ by its expression in Eq.(4.3), we find that the leading charge-dependent contribution to the free energy is now given by
The free energy now contains an extra contribution, the first term in Eq.(4.6), that disappears in the limit r B → ∞. As will become apparent in the next section, this extra term is a boundary effect, as so its presence cannot be associated with a change in the properties of the BH at the centre of the cavity, which remain dominated by the second term in Eq.(4.6), and largely identical to those found in section 3.3. Its presence, however, may be potentially significant in understanding how the v → 0 limit may interpolate between screened and unscreened hair. The origin of this term becomes clearer when inspecting the properties of the electric field close to the cavity wall, to which we now turn.
Electric field, and recovering unscreened hair
The large-r behaviour of the gauge field found in Eq.(4.2), after substitutingω by the corresponding saddle point expression, leads to a non-zero radial electric field in the region close to the cavity wall. The origin of this electric field is classical, as it is present in the vacuum state of the theory (that is, the k = 0 sector). At distances from r = r B much smaller than m −1 v , it can be written as
Suggestively, this is the expression corresponding to the electric field inside a spherical shell of radius r B , and thickness m −1 v r B , at distances from the outer surface much smaller than the shell thickness.
This result for the electric field close to the boundary is consistent with our understanding of how the process of spontaneous symmetry breaking is effective at screening charge. At the classical level, where the notion of charge quantization plays no role, the Higgs mechanism generates a spherical distribution of charge Q s = −Q around the BH, completely screening the charge at the centre. In order to account for charge conservation, an equal but opposite distribution, −Q s = Q, needs to be present. In an infinite-sized system, this compensating charge simply gets displaced all the way out to spatial infinity. On the other hand, when the system is finite in extent, it can only be displaced as far as the cavity wall. The expectation is therefore that the charge would distribute itself close to the boundary, within a region of thickness ∼ m −1 v , leading to a classical electric field in the region of non-zero charge as given by Eq.(4.7). Figure 5 provides a schematic representation of this discussion.
The first term in Eq.(4.6) has now a clear meaning: parametrically, it corresponds to the electrostatic self-energy of the outer distribution of charge, under the assumption that electromagnetic interactions are only effective within a range of order m −1 v . Our analysis also hints at how the v → 0 limit may be smoothly taken, and the properties of unscreened hair recovered. As the symmetry breaking scale gets smaller, and the Compton wavelength of the vector field grows larger, the boundary distribution of charge will get spread over a larger distance, and the inner "screening" charge will be localized further away from the BH. At some point, the two will neutralize each other, and the Higgs mechanism will no longer be effective. The classical component of the electric field should interpolate between our result in Eq.(4.7), which is only non-zero in a region of size ∼ m −1 v close to the cavity wall, and that of the standard Reissner-Nordström solution. On physical grounds, one would expect this transition to happen when the vector Compton wavelength becomes larger than the size of the cavity, that is vr B 1. A more detailed analysis of the v → 0 limit within a finite-sized system will be the topic of future work. A spherical distribution of charge Q s is generated at the centre of the cavity (inner grey region) that screens the charge of the BH. Conservation of charge requires the presence of an equal but opposite charge distribution. In a system of infinite size, this compensating charge is sent all the way to spatial infinity. Within a finite-sized cavity, it can only be located as far as the cavity wall, distributing itself within a region of thickness m −1 v (outer grey region).
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Conclusions
For any value of the U (1) → Z p symmetry breaking scale v, we have found that the effect of discrete charge on the mass-temperature relationship is such that a charged BH is always colder than its uncharged counterpart. This is similar to the effect of classical (unscreened) electric hair, and resolves a puzzling feature of the results of [9] . Moreover, by considering the system to be enclosed within a finite cavity, we show that the electric field present in the broken phase is not purely quantum: a small classical component is also present. Our analysis does not yet allow for the full v → 0 limit to be realised, but it indicates that smoothly interpolating between screened and unscreened hair requires a finite-sized system. (Alternatively, to recover the properties of U (1)-charged BHs within an infinite-sized system one must take v → 0 first.) Our results highlight some interesting features of screened electric charge that merit further study, and that will be the topic of future work. In particular, back-reaction of the gauge and Higgs fields on the geometry must be taken into account for the full v → 0 limit to be accessible, and the Reissner-Nordström solution recovered. Moreover, including backreaction is a crucial ingredient to discover potential extremal BH solutions stabilized solely by quantum hair (see [18] for a qualitative argument regarding their existence). Finally, numerically solving the coupled equations of motion within a finite-sized system would provide further support for the arguments presented here, as well as new solutions of the Euclidean Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs system relevant for the quantum properties of BHs.
